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wall width is properly selected, the fundamental resonant frequency of
inner triangular PIFA can be coupled with the resonance that is intro-
duced by the V-slot, and consequently a wide-band operation is ob-
tained in the higher frequency band. A large operating bandwidth of
36% has been demonstrated. In addition, the radiation patterns across
the entire operating bands are also measured; the antenna gain is about
4 and 4.3 dBi for the lower and higher frequency bands, respectively.
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On Wave Boundary Elements for Radiation and Scattering
Problems With Piecewise Constant Impedance

Emmanuel Perrey-Debain, Jon Trevelyan, and Peter Bettess

Abstract—Discrete methods of numerical analysis have been used suc-
cessfully for decades for the solution of problems involvingwave diffraction,
etc. However, these methods, including the finite element and boundary el-
ement methods, can require a prohibitively large number of elements as
the wavelength becomes progressively shorter. In this paper, a new type
of interpolation for the wave field is described in which the usual conven-
tional shape functions are modified by the inclusion of a set of plane waves
propagating in multiple directions. Including such a plane wave basis in
a boundary element formulation is found in this paper to be highly suc-
cessful. Results are shown for a variety of scattering/radiating problems
from convex and nonconvex obstacles on which are prescribed piecewise
constant Robin conditions. Notable results include a conclusion that, using
this new formulation, only approximately three degrees of freedom per
wavelength are required.

Index Terms—Boundary integral equation, Helmholtz equation,
impedance, plane waves, wave scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the use of discrete (frequency domain) numer-
ical methods for the solution of the Helmholtz equation is limited to
problems in which the wavelength under consideration is not small in
comparison with the domain size. The limitation arises because con-
ventional elements, based on polynomial shape functions, can reliably
capture only a limited portion of the sinusoidal waveform. A commonly
quoted rule of thumb requires eight to ten nodes per full wavelength.
It can quickly be seen that problems involving large domains and short
waves may require impracticably large computational resources. This
applies to both finite element and boundary element simulations.
Following earlier predictions of de La Bourdonnaye [1] and the par-

tition of unity method introduced by Melenk and Babus̆ka [2], it has
been found that drastic progress can be made by including the essen-
tial wave character of the wave field in the element formulation. To be
more precise, we assume that the solution can be written as a finite sum
of terms like ai(rrr) exp(i����i �rrr)where the point rrr belongs either to the
propagative domain
 in a finite element volume discretization scheme
(see, for example, [3] and [4]) or its boundary  = @
 in a boundary el-
ement discretization scheme arising from integral equations. Functions
ai(rrr) are “slowly” varying functions compactly supported and vectors
���i, which define the wave directions, are of unit amplitude. In [5], we
give details of the implementation of the method in a boundary element
context and investigate its accuracy and numerical characteristics, in-
cluding the condition number of the resulting systemmatrix. Numerical
scattering results on simple geometries showed that this new formula-
tion can provide extremely accurate results at a relatively low cost (up
to eight digits accuracy with only four variables per wavelength) [6],
[7] and allows the frequency range to be extended by a factor of three
to four for bidimensional problems.
In this paper, we deal with more complicated situations in which

part of the scatterer can be radiating and/or absorbing as well. We
show, through various numerical examples, that the “wave boundary
elements” method remains very efficient and should have, we hope, a
significant impact on the modeling of shortwave problems in many dif-
ferent fields.

II. FORMULATION

We consider a two-dimensional obstacle of general shape with
smooth boundary in an infinite propagative medium impinged upon
by a time-harmonic wave �inc. By using the direct formulation via
the Green second identity, the 2-D Helmholtz equation is reformulated
into a boundary integral equation on the boundary  as follows (the
usual e�i!t time-dependence is adopted):

1

2
�(rrr) +



rG(rrr; rrr0) � nnn�(rrr0)d(rrr0)

�


G(rrr; rrr0)r�(rrr0) � nnn d(rrr0) = �inc(rrr) (1)

where nnn is the normal unit vector at point rrr0 directed into the obstacle,
G is the free-space Green function G(rrr; rrr0) = (i=4) H0(�jrrr � rrr0j),
where H0 is the Hankel function of the first kind of order zero, and
i =

p�1. � is the wavenumber given by � = 2�=�, where � is
the wavelength. Along the boundary are imposed the following general
impedance boundary conditions of the form:

r� � nnn = i�� + � on  (2)

where �; � are two complex-valued functions defined on the boundary.
In the acoustic case, � is the velocity potential and � is called the sur-
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face admittance, which is absorbing if <e(�) � 0. In the electromag-
netic case, the Dirichlet problem (respectively, Neumann) corresponds
to TM (respectively, TE) electromagnetic scattering.

We consider obstacles whose boundaries admit the parameterization

 : rrr = rrr(s); s 2 [0; 2�] (3)

where s is the curvilinear abscissa. We assume throughout that � and
� are piecewise constant such that

�(s) = �j ; s 2]sj ; sj+1[ (4)

�(s) = �j ; s 2]sj ; sj+1[ (5)

for some 0 = s1 < s2 < � � � < sn < sn+1 = 2�. On each subdo-
main rrr(s); s 2]sj ; sj+1[, we define the basis function �q

j as a prop-
agative plane wave of unit direction ���q modulated by the conventional
quadratic shape functions

�q
j (rrr) =

1

2
�1j;q �

2
j;q �

3
j;q

t(t� 1)

2(1� t2)

t(t+ 1)

exp(i����q � rrr) (6)

where f�ej;qge=1;2;3 represent the basis function coefficients. The pa-
rameter t is defined over [�1,1] and varies linearly with the curvilinear
abscissa s as t = (2s� sj � sj+1)=(sj+1 � sj).

The solution space is constructed by introducing Q plane waves
propagating in various directions evenly distributed over the unit circle
���q = (cos(q2�=Q); sin(q2�=Q)), so that we can write the solution of
(1) in the compact form

�(rrr) =

n

j=1

Q

q=1

�q
j (rrr); rrr 2 : (7)

The boundary element rrr(s)s <s<s is expected to span over many
wavelengths and is named “wave boundary element.” The integral for-
mulation (1) is enforced by point-matching at points regularly dis-
tributed over the boundary line. Irregular frequency effects are avoided
using Schenck’s method [9]. For more details concerning implementa-
tion and integration schemes, one can refer to [5]. In the next section,
we assess the efficiency of the method for both convex and nonconvex
obstacles.

III. RESULTS

Our first numerical tests concern radiating and scattering by the unit
circle rrr(�) = (cos �; sin �), for which analytic solutions can be ob-
tained via Fourier series. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our-
selves to a regular subdivision sj = �j = (j � 1)2�=n and we con-
sider an incident plane wave propagating in the direction ddd

�inc(rrr) = exp(i�ddd � rrr): (8)

Let us assume that ddd = (1; 0). In the exterior region (r � 1), the
analytical solution can be expanded in polar coordinates as

�ana(r; �) =
m

(AmHm(�r) + imJm(�r))eim� (9)

whereHm and Jm are, respectively, Hankel and Bessel functions of the
first kind of orderm. Now, let �̂m and �̂m be the Fourier components

of, respectively, � and �. We call v the nth root of unity v = ei2�=n.
Straighforward calculations then yield

�̂0 =
1

n

n

j=1

�j (10)

�̂m =
i(1� vm)

2�m

n

j=1

�jv
�jm; m 6= 0 (11)

and similarly for �̂m. Injecting (9) in (2) yields the following (infinite)
system for the unknown coefficients Am:

p

(i�̂m�pHp(�) + �H0

p(�)�mp)Ap

= �
p

�̂m�pi
p+1 Jp(�)� im�J 0m(�)� �̂m (12)

where � is the Kronecker symbol and the prime denotes differentiation
with respect to the argument. For numerical reasons, it is strongly ad-
vised to consider the variable Bp = Hp(�)Ap so that the impedance
matrix coefficients

Zmp = i�̂m�p + �
H 0

p(�)

Hp(�)
�mp

remain bounded. When p� �, asymptotic forms for Hankel functions
are used [10].
Obviously, the series (9) is convergent only in the least square sense

and relatively “poor” convergence is expected at the discontinuity
points �j [this is even more the case for components �̂m; �̂m whose
magnitude decreases only as O(m�1)]. Nevertheless, this is not a
major issue here since in our applications we are interested in “engi-
neering accuracy” (say, in the range 0.1–1%).
Performances of the method are conveniently summarized in Table I.

The first two rows are concerned with the radiation from the unit circle
of 50� width. The error is measured in the L2-norm as

"2 =

j�(rrr)� �ana(rrr)j2 d(rrr)


j�ana(rrr)j2 d(rrr)

1=2

: (13)

We can note that these values are overestimated since the analytical
solution is not accurate. It could be useful to develop a better formula
than the “slowly” converging Fourier series (9). In this regard, one can
refer to [11] for a rigourous numerical treatment for acoustic scattering
in half-plane by a surface of piecewise constant impedance. On the
last column is shown the average discretization level (i.e., the number
of degrees of freedom per wavelength). The corresponding graphs of
the magnitude j�j along the boundary line are plotted in Figs. 2 and
3. The agreement is excellent and differences between curves are not
discernible. In example (ii), one can see the presence (or not) of the
absorbers.
Test (iii) shows the efficiency of the wave boundary elements when

dealing with a pure scattering problem. Indeed, 2.8 variables per wave-
length are sufficient to get three to four digit accuracy results. One can
see in Fig. 4 some stationary waves occuring at the vicinity of the junc-
tions sj . These effects are absent when the impedance is constant on
the surface of the obstacle.
In order to give a fair comparison with other methods, the scattering

example (iii) has been tested with two other kinds of approximation
schemes (see Table II). Note that in both formulations, the exact map-
ping (3) is considered so that errors are not influenced by the geometry
description. When using the conventional quadratic shape functions,
at least ten variables per wavelength are needed to get accuracy below
1%. Obviously, if one is only interested in the far-field pattern then
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the obstacles considered in our calculations.

TABLE I
5 TESTED CONFIGURATIONS (� = 0:04 AND z = 1 + i). (*) ZERO VALUES ARE NOT ON DISPLAY

Fig. 2. Surface “current” magnitude j�j for test (i).

five variables per wavelength could be sufficient. As clearly shown, the
complexity can be reduced by a factor 2 if the reduced potential�=�inc

(instead of �) is taken as the unknown (see similar treatments in [8],
[12], and [13] and recent developments of the method in [14]). When
dealing with the specific case of the scattering by smooth convex nonra-

Fig. 3. Surface “current” magnitude j�j for test (ii).

diating obstacles with constant surface admittance, this “reduced” for-
mulation is known as stemming from asymptotic theory and leads to a
O(�1=3) complexity [8], [7]. In the current case, the performances of-
fered by this latter are significantly affected due to discontinuity effects
and our “wave boundary element” method remains competitive.
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Fig. 4. Surface “current” magnitude j�j for test (iii).

TABLE II
COMPARISON WITH OTHER KINDS OF APPROXIMATION SCHEME FOR TEST (iii)

In test (iv), we increase the difficulty by considering a nonconvex
reflector whose shape is illustrated in Fig. 1 and given by the following
parameterization:

rrr(s) = ([cos s+ 10 cos 2s� 10]=10; sin s); s 2 [0; 2�]: (14)

The illuminated zone s 2 [�=2; 3�=2] is covered with an absorbing
layer �2 = �3 = 100(1� i). In the shadow zone, the admittance is set
to zero. Three calculations have been carried out with, respectively, 90,
100, and 120 directions. On Fig. 5 are plotted the magnitude of the
potential and differences between curves are hardly noticeable. The
global L2-error between these three sets of results is estimated to be
below 0.1%. One can observe standing waves of very small magnitude
in the “silent” zone �10� � s(deg) � 10�.

Test (v) deals with the same obstacle and an incident wave travelling
in the opposite direction ddd = (�1; 0). Here again, results obtained are
of very good quality even in the shadow region, and the stability of our
method is clearly shown in these examples.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented some tests illustrating the numerical per-
formance of the wave boundary elements method for the solution of the
Helmholtz equation. The potential is expressed in nodal form as the am-
plitude of some artificial plane waves travelling in various directions.

Fig. 5. Surface “current” magnitude j�j for test (iv) [curve labeled a with
ddd = (1; 0)] and test (v) [curve labeled b with ddd = (�1;0)].

The modulation of this plane wave basis, provided by the polynomial
shape functions, gives the boundary solution. The method is applicable
for convex and nonconvex scatterers on the surface of which are im-
posed general Robin conditions. In practical terms, the method is ex-
pected to provide three to four digit accuracy of results with a relatively
low discretization level of three variables per wavelength.
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